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Battle bay gamepedia

This article from Battle Bay Wiki is a stub. You can help by expanding the Battle Bay Wiki. Battle Bay is an online multiplayer action game. The game can be played on iOS 8.0 or higher, or Android 4.1 or higher. Release [Edit|Editorial Source] Battle Bay was released softly in these countries on March 10, 2016: Australia Brazil and Canada Denmark Finland
Germany Hong Kong Iceland Malaysia New Zealand Norway Philippines Singapore South Africa Spain Sweden May 4, 2017. Battle Bay Wiki to Battle Bay Wiki This article is a stub. You can help by expanding the Battle Bay Wiki. Bhurt is one of the battle bay crew. Unlocked from the start, Bhurt's talents mainly specialize in cannons and shooters. His
evolutionary talents are used for cannons, blast cannons, sniper cannons, and explosive guns. Bhurt was removed in the 4.0 update due to the introduction of item-specific talent. Training Info [Edit | Edit Source] Level Captain Lvl Captain XP Training Time Sugar Talent (s) 1 0 0 0 0 Cannon Damage Boost.20% or more damage. 2 1 20 3 min 1000 all cannon
damage boost. 5 points more damage. 3 2 400 20min 2000 Damage Boost for all cannons. At least 10 points of damage. Or more health! all ships get 50 hit points. 4 2 600 10 minutes 6000 increase the range of all cannons of 5%. Or the cannon has a shorter reload time. -10% to cool down. Damage boost for 5 3 800 20 minutes 20,000 blast cannons. At
least 10% damage. Or a damage boost for sniper cannons. At least 10% damage. 6 4 1000 5 minutes 8000 all cannons have 10% high speed projectiles. Or increase the reward of gold and sugar in a 5% care package. 7 5 1250 20 minutes 10,000 shooter ships score 50 hit points. Unlock 8 5 1500 12h 65,000 Level 2 evolutions. 9 6 1800 8h 4000 More
healthy! Or damage boost for all cannons. At least 5% damage. 10 7 2100 10h 60,000 Sniper Cannon Damage Boost. At least 10% damage. Or blast cannon damage boost. At least 10% damage. 11 9 2500 15h 100,000 Damage Boost for Blast Cannon. At least 10% damage. Or sniper cannons have a 5% great chance of significant damage to their
targets. 12 12 3000 1d 2h 125,000 Shooter gets a 5% boost to hitpoints. Or increase the reward of gold and sugar in a 5% care package. 13 18 3500 1d 4h 150,000 All cannons have 10% faster projectiles. Or increase the reward of gold and sugar in a 5% care package. 14 18 4000 1d 7h 180,000 Unlock Level 3 evolution. 15 23 4500 1d 9h 330,000 All
cannons deal more than 5% damage to burning targets. Or blast cannon damage boost. At least 10% damage. 16 24 5000 1d 16h 480,000 Sniper Cannon Critical Hit Damage increased by 25%. Or the cannon has a shorter reload time. -10% to cool down. 17 25 5500 2d 3h 635,000 Sniper Cannon Critical Hit Damage increased by 25%. Or all cannons deal
more than 5% damage to burning targets. 18 25 6000 1d 20h 670,000 increase the range of all cannons by 5%. Or sniper cannons have a 5% greater chance of seriously damaging19 26 6500 2d 710,000 All Cannon Damage Boost. At least 5% damage. Or blast cannon damage boost. At least 10% damage. 20 27 7000 2d 7h 850,000 Unlock Level 4
evolution. 21 29 7500 2d 11h 920,000 Explosive Gun Damage Boost. At least 20% damage. 22 30 8000 2d 18h 1,000,000 All cannons have 10% high speed projectiles. Or damage boost for cannons. At least 15% damage. 23 31 8500 2d 2d 1,050,000 All cannons deal more than 5% damage to burning targets. Or the cannon has a shorter reload time. 10% to cool down. Or explosive gun damage boost. At least 10% damage. 24 31 9000 3d 3h 1,150,000 Damage Boost for all weapons. At least 1% damage. 25 31 10,000 3d 12h 1,250,000 shooters get a 5% boost to hitpoints. Or blast cannon damage boost. At least 10% damage. Or explosive gun damage boost. At least 10% damage. 26 31 11,000 4d
1,500,000 All cannons deal more than 5% damage to burning targets. Or increase the reward of gold and sugar in a 5% care package. 27 35 12,000 4d 8h 1,625,000 All cannons have 10% high speed projectiles. Or increase the reward of gold and sugar in a 5% care package. Or explosive gun damage boost. At least 10% damage. 28 35 13,000 5d
1,750,000 Unlock Level 5 evolution. 29 35 14,000 6d 8h 1,875,000 All cannons deal more than 5% damage to burning targets. 30 35 15,000 7d 2,000,000 Point Damage Boost. At least 5% damage. Patch History [Edit | Source Edit] 2.6 Update - November 14, 2017: Level 3 and 4 Captain Unlock Level: 3 → 2 Level 5 Captain Unlock Level: 4 → 3 Level 6
Captain Unlock Level: 5 → 4 Levels 8 Captain Unlock Level: 6 → 5 Levels 9 Captain Unlock Level: 7 → 6 Levels 10 Captain Unlock Level: 8 → 7 Levels 1 1 Captain Unlock Level: 8 → 7 Level 11 Captain Unlock Level: 10→9 Level 12 Captain Unlock Level: 16→12 Level 13 and 14 Captain Unlock Level: 20→18 Captain XP 10 I got double level 2 (30 xp → 20
xp), 25 (950 xp → 10,000 xp), 26 (1000 xp → 11,000 xp), 27 (1050 xp →12,000 xp), 28 (1100 xp → 13,000 xp), 29 (1150 → xp 14,00 xp), and 30 (1200 xp → 15,000 xp) All All cannons deal 10% or more damage to burning targets Talent (levels 15, 23, 26, 29) have been changed from 10% to 5%. Every cannon deals more than 5% damage to a burning
target, a talent added to level 17. This category contains 15 out of a total of 15 pages. The following 8 pages fall into this category, out of a total of 8 pages. Wiki Guardians from Battle Bay are Battle Bay ships. It has more teal slots than any other ship and can protect teammates from harm. Basic Statistics [Edit | Edit Source] Basic Statistics Defense Speed
Maximum Speed Ship Agility Turret Agility 0 DMG 1 1 1.51 60° Health Statistics Level Health Cost 1 2700 HP 50,000 Gold 2 2894 HP 32,00 000 Fri 3 3088 HP 49,000 Fri 4 3282 HP 79,000 Fri 5 3476 HP 119,000 Fri 6 3669 HP 164,000 Gold 7 3863 HP 207,000 Gold 8 4057 HP 244,000 Gold 9 4251 HP 271,000 Gold 10 4445 HP 287,000 Fri 11HP 295,000
Fri 12 4833 HP 299,000 Fri 13 5027 HP 304,000 Fri 14 5220 HP 318,000 Fri 15 5414 HP 344,000 Fri 16 5608 HP 383,000 Fri 17 5802 HP 433,000 Fri 18 5996 HP 492,000 Fri 19 6190 HP 552,000 Fri 20 6384 HP 608,000 Fri 21 6578 HP 655,000 Fri 22 6771 HP 692,000 Fri 23 6965 HP 718,000 Fri 24 7159 HP 740,000 Fri 25 7353 HP 755,000 Fri 26 7
547 HP 780,000 Fri 27 7741HP 810,000 Fri 28 7935 HP 855,000 Gold 29 8129 HP 915,000 Gold 30 8322 HP 980,000 Goals De 31 8516 HP 1,050,00 00 Fri 32 8710 HP 1,130,000 Fri 33 8904 HP 1,190,000 Fri 34 9098 HP 1,250,000 Fri 35 9292 HP 1,290,1,290,000 Gold 36 9486 HP 1,330,000 Fri 37 9680 HP 1,360,000 Gold 38 9873 HP 1,390,000 Gold
39 10067 H P 1,430,000 Fri 40 10261 HP 1,480,000 Fri 41 10455 HP 1,540,000 Gold 42 10649 HP 1,620,000 Fri 43 10843HP 1,700,000 Gold 44 11037 HP 1,780,000 Gold 45 11231 HP 1,870,000 Fri 46 11424 HP 1,940,000 Fri 47 11618 HP 2,000,000,000 Gold 48 11811 2 HP 2,100,000 Gold 49 12006 HP 2,150,000 Gold 50 12200 HP 2,200,000 Gold
Slots and Slot Points [Edit | Edit Source] Red Slot Teal Slot 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 From Battle Bay Wiki This article stubs. You can help by expanding the Battle Bay Wiki. -The item is a tool used for combat equipped on battle bay ships. Similar items tend to share benefits, create this item classification, other items are standalone, and there are no similar
corresponding items. As a rule of thumb, red slots are for damage and can occur as point damage, area damage, or a combination of the two. Yellow slot items are used to buff yourself and debuff enemies. Buffs can be in the form of temporary speed boosts and temporary shields, and debuffs come in the form of stuns and slowing downs. Blue slot items are
passive boosters that can increase many of the ship's stats, from hitpoints to speed to turret rotation, while blue slot items can even give hitpoint playback. Green slot items are used to heal allies and remove debuffs. Teal slot items are used to protect allies and reduce allies' debuff duration. Red Slot Item [Edit|Edit Source] Slot Appearance Classification
Name and Description Cannon Point Damage Weapon Cannon CannonBall is your trusted companion. Use it well and you will win! Cannon Point Damage Weapon Blast Cannon This mighty cannon does impressive damage, but reloading will take a while. Cannon Point Damage Weapon Sniper Cannon This formidable cannon fire accelerated projectiles with
considerable range and accuracy. Cannon Area Damage Weapon Explosion Gun This sturdy cannon fires artillery shells that explode on impact, damaging nearby ships. Point damage weapon Gatling gun rapid launcher, shooting multiple projectiles at high speed continuous. Point Damage Weapon A glorious short-range weapon that tears the enemy apart
with the concentrated fire of the Caronade Projectiles. Area Damage Weapon Grenade Launcher Launches Devastating ShortExplosives. Sometimes set the enemy to fire for 5 seconds. Mortar Area Damage Weapon Standard Mortar with a large range and large blast radius, mortars can erase the entire team from a distance. The mortar area will damage
weapons long range mortar fire bombs to your enemies from afar. The scope of this thing is ridiculous. Mortar Area Damage Weapon Ball Park Mortar Ballpark Mortar has a huge blast radius for when you really don't want to miss. Mortar Area Damage Weapon Big Berta This huge mortar launches an equally huge mortar shell that explodes on impact.
Torpedo standard torpedoes Fire torpedoes that explode on impact with terrain or ships! Torpedo area damage weapon Big torpedoes Fire explosive torpedoes on impact with terrain and ships! This is kind of, but faster. Torpedo Area Damage Weapon Triple Torpedo launches 3 torpedoes in the arc. Point Damage Weapon Railgun The ultimate weapon in
terms of damage per hit. However, reloading takes time, so don't miss it. Missile Area Damage Weapon Missile Launcher fires a volley of violently detonated missiles. What could you possibly want from a weapon? Area Damage Weapon Mine drops sneaky explosive surprises for your enemies to stumble. An incendiary weapon flare gun a nasty piece that
ignites enemies and damages them over time. The Damage Weapon Napalm Launcher in the Incendiary Weapon Area will damage all enemies stupid enough to get close over time and set water on fire. Incendiary area damage weapon fire bombs fire large incendiary bombs that explode on impact, igniting enemies. Blue slot item [Edit |edit source] slot
appearance classification name and description shield standard shield huge plate of armor to protect your ship. Grant additional hitpoints. Shield Big Shield a huge slab of armor to protect your ship. Grant additional hitpoints. No Turbo supercharges your ship's engine to increase speed. Item repair bandages will slowly repair your ship over time. Increase
your health every 5 seconds. Repair items big bandages and slowly repair your ship over time. Increase your health every 5 seconds. Increases the ship's speed for a few seconds with the yellow slot item Edit|Edit Source slot appearance classification name and no description overboost. Great for covering long distances. No nitro gives your ship a short
burst of speed and jumps you out of harm's way. The North Tesla Bolt Stans target ship will be completely useless for a few seconds. None of the Tesla shields shield you from aerial projectiles. Stun you for 4 seconds when it breaks. Frozen item frost blaster freezes the target enemy ship, slows it down to crawl and makes it an easy target. Frozen Item Frost
Launcher Launches BoltAll opponents in the area. Pick up the green slot item [Edit | Edit Source] slot appearance classification name and description item repair box launcher box and repair the box in the water to get back the lost HP. It also repairs your own ship for 50% effect. Repair items duct tape rolls of immortal adhesive tape to repair your ship as
needed. Repair item repair bolt repairs a single friendly target. Repair item repair plasma, teal slot item [edit | edit source] slot appearance classification name and description 2 no defense wall, project the wall to protect you and your teammates from projectiles and launch projectiles to create an area to heal over time. 1 None Defense Aura redirects
incoming damage to teammates at a reduced rate. No 2 Bolster Armor reduces the damage you take. Reduces debuff duration for teammates near 1 None Cleansing Pulse. Edit | Edit Source Some items have been removed from the game and only players who get them when they are available have them. Name and description of the appearance of the slot
Note nuts and bolts are ideal for fusion. Always add to combo bonuses when used as fuse material. 2.0 Used to add fusing bonuses before updating. Used to add fusion bonuses before the Training Cannon 2.0 update. The horn sounds all the horns in the range. Only possible to get as a magnificent rarity. Gear Lube has been removed in the 4.0 update,
speeding up your turret chase, allowing you to aim at enemies much faster. Rudder increases the rotational speed of your ship. Ideal for close combat brawls. It was removed in the 4.0 update. More Items [Edit | Edit Source] Slot Appearance Name and Description Jingle Bell 2016 Holiday Gift 2016. Get from calendar Christmas gifts in 2016; It was originally
named Jingle Bells. Jingle Bells 2017 Holiday Gift 2017. Obtained from Christmas gifts on the calendar on December 24, 2017. Only possible to get as a magnificent rarity. Jingle Bells 2018 Holiday Gift 2018. Obtained from Christmas gifts on the calendar on December 24, 2018. Only possible to get as a magnificent rarity. Rarity.
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